
BCSCA Board Conference Call 

Friday, January 9th- 12pm 

 On Call: Brad, Scott, Kurt, Sarah, Darryl, Jason, Mark, Ben, Justin, Rocco 

Start: 12:05pm 

1. Approval of Novmber Minutes 

 - Add Mark to list of coaches present 

 - Motion to Approve November Meeting Minutes 

 Justin: 1st Jason: 2nd 

 MOTION APPROVED 

2. Presidents Report- Mark Bottrill 

a. Please see Presidents Report at the end of minutes 

b. Rocco’s Resignation- position will change a bit when new candidate steps in. 
Looking into filling the role now. Camp happening at UBC next weekend is still 
happening and Rocco will be running the camp. New provincial coach will sit in 
on all selection committees, etc., that Rocco is a part of now. Provincial 
Program calendar will stay as is for the season. 

c. Coach on Swim BC Board of Directors- needs more discussion, will come up in 
their next board meeting. Brought up the idea of having a coach at next board 
meeting to answer  any questions that might come up. Scott will pursue roll as 
coach on board, and at next meeting.   

3. Vice Presidents/TAC  Report- Scott Wilson 

a. Provincial Program 
i. Letter was received and  Swim BC will be looking into our concerns. 

Meeting next week has been set up to specifically address what was 
brought forward by the board.  

ii. Scott and Rocco had conversation and went into more detail of what 
was laid out in letter.  

1. Mark- would be a good idea to have someone in that meeting so 
that information isn’t coming from a second or third hand 
source. 



2. Rocco brought up the idea that If not joining the meeting, set up 
a one on one meeting, and bring specific concerns forward at 
that meeting. 

3. Action Item: Mark to email Schuett to see if he can join 
meeting. Will get meeting minutes out to board, so information 
is received first hand.  

4. Treasurers Report- Kurt Murphy 
a. Please see report below: 

Signing authority has not been completed.  Tyler Lewall, Mark Bottrill and Ben Keast remain 
as signers.  Working with HSBC to get ball rolling on this and has been left with Ben Keast as 
one of the signing authorities.  A letter of instruction has been drafted and will be signed by 2 
signing officers at January’s Hyack Icebreaker swim meet with submission to HSBC the 
following week.    Signing must be changed by February 5, 2015 or process will need to be 
restarted. 

The mailing address at HSBC has not been transferred, monthly accounts will be reconciled 
when this occurs. 

The bank balance is $32,623.11 as of September 30th.   

There are currently $25638.50 in outstanding invoices, and $8143.57 in outstanding deposits.  
These will be dealt with upon transfer of signing authority. 

There is no need for reconciliation for the BCSCA by a chartered accountant based on the 
association’s non-profit status.  As the association receives funding from outside sources they 
could possibly request an accounting of where the money goes.  All reporting must follow 
BCSCA Constitution Bylaws (if this exists). 

To the best of the Treasurer’s understanding honorariums paid to speakers at the BC Coaches’ 
Conference are for travel only and as such are used to cover food, lodging and travel 
expenses only and not for services rendered.  Honorariums must be limited to 500$ per year.  
All funds paid out in excess or not honorariums must be paid to contractors with valid GST 
numbers.  (unless they are an employee of BCSCA). 

The treasurer requests that the current discrepancy be zeroed out as of September 1, 2014.  
There is a $2500.00 difference between bank statements and the association’s accounting 
records, with no record of where income came from. 

 b. Action Item: Kurt would like to zero out our accounts and move forward in 
September.  

Motion to approve zeroing out accounts and move forward in September: 1st- Scott, 2nd- 
Brad 
MOTION APPROVED 



5. Conference Report- Ben Keast 
a. Bruce Gemmell is confirmed. Will cost 3000$ for 3-4 talks.          
b. Contract is signed with the Fairmont Whistler.          
c. Bring in a Canadian coach as second major speaker. Reach out to Alberta and            
Washington to try to get more coaches at conference. No national conference 
this year, so there is the ability to pull in coaches from other provinces. 

Jason- to chat with coaches at Edmonton to see what would pull coaches out to 
Whistler for our conference. 

6. Regional Reports: 

a. LMR- Justin Daly 

i. Report as submitted 

ii. Regional Provincial Camp- same format of camps is being presented, 
and the feel is that the swimmers might not be getting the most out of 
it. Scott to bring forward to Swim BC at meeting on Thursday. 

b. Okanagan Region- Brad Dalke 

i. Swim meet schedule is up in the air as of right now. Other then that 
everything is running pretty smoothly. 

c. North Region- Jason Smith 

i. Quesnel is having their very first swim meet next weekend. 

ii. Kitimat district might be heading into a potential strike, and pool will 
be shut down heading into the SC Championship season. 

d. VIR Region- Sarah Rudolf 
i. Everything is going great, and smooth coming off a very successful 

Christmas Cracker. 
ii. Lots of discussion on the regional level on what direction the island will 

take when it comes to the VIR championships. 

7. New Buisness 
i. BCSCA Survey Update- Darryl 

1. 15 people have participated in the survey. Need to get coaches to 
fill out. If board can send coaches on deck to fill out the survey to 
help collect opinions. 

2. Sarah- Send flyer out in AA and AAA package to coaches. 

ii. Provincial Program update- Scott 



1. Western Canada Games- When will team be notified? Scott will 
push to get a concrete date out to coaches on when team will be 
released. Rocco- Ideally at the end of April team will be released 
to coaches. Mark- Are potential athletes suppose to declare their 
eligibility? Rocco- Swimmers need to declare ineligibility before 
selection. 

iii.Officials- Jason and Brad 

    1. Len- There should be no fee charged for protest at provincial  
    level meets. There is a fee at international meets that can be  
    applied. 

    2. Markers in water for distance events- Swim BC will not be  
    needing markers at provincial level meets this season. 

    3. Rules at meets- Refs are sometimes choosing what rules to  
    implement at meets. We need to make sure to follow up with  
    Swim BC and officials when there is a discrepancies in rules, or  
    something that we don’t agree with. 

Next meeting: Thursday, March 12th 8:30am 

President Report (Mark Bottrill): 

I have been in communication with Jerome Beauchamp in regard to matters brought to our 
attention or discussed within our board regarding the SBC camps, officials, SBC staff, and the 
need for a coach representation on the SBC board.  Here are the comments made by Jerome: 

At our December Board Meeting we discussed some of the items brought to my 
attention, and I addressed the others with staff. 

1. As you may see in the next few days changes are occurring in the provincial team 
program.  It is the subject of a meeting we are having this evening.  I’m not sure what 
these changes are.  I am unsure also as to who has been consulted with respect to any changes.   
While certain changes may be a good thing, the scope and detail of the proposed changes 



certainly have not been overseen by TAC or BCSCA.  I am assuming it’s an administration 
discussion. 

2. The merits of having a coach on the Board of Directors was discussed and we 
felt it required further and deeper discussion.  It is one of the main topics of our 
upcoming face to face Board meeting. 
We should have a representative at this meeting to answer questions as to why the BCSCA feels 
this is important. 

3. I did discuss with Mark Schuett, your concerns about access and support of 
SWIM BC staff at the provincial meets.  He was receptive to those concerns. 
I do not recall this part of the conversation.  It may be a residual from Scott?  I spoke more to the 
oversight of the camps and evaluation as to their effectiveness and the curriculum presented at 
them 

4. As we discussed, the transition of the BCSOA to a provincial Officials 
committee should provide a mechanism to address your concerns regarding official 
performance and complaint procedures.  I have passed on these suggestions and 
concerns to the Board member responsible for that committee.  As this committee 
is in its infancy, this may take a bit of time to get in place. 
This matter was well received by Jerome, he agreed that there needs to be a forum where 
concerns regarding officiating can be expressed to a body who will take the information and use 
it productively vs feeling like its a unfounded criticisms.  

Other notes: 
Need to get the treasurer signed up as a signee 
Conference details around the banquet need to be further vetted with Mark Shuett.  He and I 
spoke about some of the details regarding shared cost and he is receptive to a new framework. 


